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Registration and Welcome Coffee 

Welcome Remarks and Keynote Speakers 

Engage with thought leaders as they share valuable perspectives. Distinguished speakers, 

including representatives from the Ministry of Youth and Sports, Ministry of Information, 

and other key stakeholders, offer insights into the landscape of innovation and 

entrepreneurship in Somaliland. 

Visit Innovation Startups and Cultural Showcased Products 

Ministries and other participants will have time to check in on the innovative spirit of 

Somaliland by exploring showcased products from local startups and cultural organizations. 

Connect with visionaries shaping the future of both technology and cultural expression. 

Panel Discussion: How Somaliland Innovation Startups Can Raise Funds from 

International Markets 

Harhub will lead a discussion on navigating the global landscape for funding. Delve into the 

success stories of Caafisom one of Harhub’s startups that raised funds in international 

markets, challenges, and strategies for Somaliland startups seeking international support. 

Booth Showcases by Participating Entities 

Explore the latest innovations, projects, and success stories at booths set up by participating 

entities. Engage with representatives, ask questions, and become part of the buzzing 

innovation ecosystem. 

Networking Lunch 

Panel Discussion: Ecosystem Building and Stakeholder Engagement 

Somaliland Innovation Zone leads a pivotal conversation on building a robust innovation 

ecosystem and engaging key stakeholders. Gain insights into creating lasting impact and 

fostering collaboration that transcends individual efforts. 

Panel Discussion: Empowering Businesses: Elevating Success through Quality Services 

Barkulan Hub and Degal Co-working Space will lead the third-panel discussion exploring the 

dynamic landscape of business empowerment through the lens of quality services provided 

by Hubs and incubators.  
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Structured Networking Sessions 

Close the day with structured networking sessions, offering a platform for meaningful 

interactions, collaborations, and the exchange of ideas. Build connections that extend beyond 

the summit and contribute to the ongoing dialogue in the innovation community. 

 


